PrePare For the worst
by selectinG the best.
You can’t go wrong with the best. No emergency response plan
is complete without the StatBand® line of emergency response
wristband tags.
The StatBand line has become the preferred choice of
emergency response teams across the country due to
the following unique features:
• Advanced water and abrasive-resistant 3-ply polymer
construction to withstand the harsh conditions of an emergency
response environment far better than traditional paper and
string tags.
• Patented one piece fastening system that ensures wristband tags
go on quickly and stay on until they are no longer needed.
• Self-adhesive uniquely numbered barcode labels for quick and
accurate identification and tracking of people, pets, and
personal belongings.

Best of all, we can develop surprisingly affordable
made-to-order StatBand products to meet your specific
needs. From design to finished product, we can supply
your made-to-order product in as little as 12 weeks,
providing benefits such as:
• Personalized colors, specific identification numbers, and your
organization names.
• Triage steps specific to your organization.
• The exact number of removable peel and stick barcode labels
you require.
• An experienced partner to assist in identification initiatives.

• Bundled in groups of 25 to an easy clip-on belt fastener that
allows first responders both hands free to do their jobs.
evacuation wristbands
easily identifiable orange, laminated
band. created to help keep track of
families in case of separation during an
emergency evacuation. includes a
“reuniting” space for barcode labels
from relatives as well as pets and
other important possessions.

raPid id wristband taGs
ideal for everyday emergency response
where pre-printed and uniquely numbered barcode labels help caregivers
identify and track patients, belongings
and other related information. durable
all-in-one wristband construction is
perfect for withstanding the harsh
elements of emergency situations.

triaGe wristband taGs
designed so first responders can quickly
and accurately identify, record and track
the injured at the scene of an emergency.
tested by the Fbi and other emergency
agencies. the all-in-one preprinted
barcode labels are ideal for use with
disaster management software.

eMs wristband taGs
this flexible design can be used as a
triage tag, while the color coded identifiers can be removed for everyday use to
enable first responders to quickly and
accurately identify, record, and track the
injured.

Select from our existing product line or let us help you create a made-to-order product that works specifically
for you and your communities. Visit us at www.StatBand.com or call 1-800-238-0870 to learn more.
We’re looking forward to helping you prepare for the worst by offering you the best.
StatBand - the world’s most advanced emergency response wristband tags.

